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KEENELAND, FALL 2016 MEET 
DAY 9: Wednesday, October 19 
 
 
RACE ONE: 
GIOCOURAGEMENT is cross-entered in a $30K maiden claiming affair on 
Thursday’s card going a mile and a sixteenth, but I’m guessing that his 
connections will opt for this soft $15K spot around one-turn instead. Son of 
Gio Ponti is bred for the grass but has never been off the board on dirt, and 
he’s the lone entrant in the field with positive current form. He may have 
hooked tougher company in his last start vs. $15K maidens at Indiana 
Grand; edge in a weak race. Likely favorite MIDNIGHT FANTASY probably 
needed his last start off a layoff, and he drops in class for the Richard 
outfit, who sent out heavy favorite Rhythm Park to an easy win on 
Sunday’s card. His best efforts this year have been at Oaklawn going 
shorter and he has affinity for place money; demand a fair price. EMRAAN 
showed up with front bandages in his first start for new connections and 
was well beaten at nearly 18-1. On the positive side, he needed that start 
off a lengthy layoff and he exits a fast race (1:10 1/5) that third-place 
finisher Uncle James came back to win at this meet. Drops from $50K to 
$15K here and catches a weak field; don’t ignore. The first-time starter 
ITSATOM catches a soft field in his debut and seems well-meant in for 
$15,000 right out of the box; Reed/Radosevich teamed up for a winner 
earlier in the meet. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-2-9-3 
 
 
RACE TWO: 
It’s hard to pick against the chalk in this spot, as graded-stakes-placed 
EVER SO CLEVER (6-5 morning line, lower at post time) hooks a 
nondescript, compact entry-level allowance field. Well-bred filly split rivals 
and just missed Daddys Lil Darling in the muddy Pocahontas (G2) in 
Louisville, and that rival came back to run a big race on opening weekend 
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in Lexington in the Darley Alcibiades (G1). Like how she closed into soft 
fractions in her last outing and judging from her sprint starts, she doesn’t 
have to com from out of the clouds to be a factor; major player. The 
cleverly named LAPINSKI tried Grade 1 Canadian company off a moderate 
maiden score in Chicago on the grass, endured a rough trip and was well-
beaten. She’ll appreciate returning to the allowance ranks and gets 
blinkers for the first time in this spot for a normally high percentage barn 
that has been cold this meet. The chestnut filly LANEY demonstrated a 
nice turn of foot when creeping into the maiden claiming ranks for the first 
time and won going away. She tries winners and two-turns for the first 
time in this spot; threat stalking the pace on the fence. LIKE A 
HURRICANE set or pressed quick early splits in her last pair of starts and 
was bankrupt in the stretch drive, and she figures to have company on the 
front end in this spot in the form of PHILLY MIGNON; quitting speed 
stretching out equals minor award. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-5-1-6 
 
 
RACE THREE: 
CHOCOLATEICECREAM exits a quick (6F 1:10 3/5) maiden allowance race 
at Indiana Grand, where he stalked the pace and finished a distance second 
behind a daylight winner over a sloppy, sealed racetrack. He hooks several 
first-time starters and off those that have run in here, the form is sketchy 
at best; improvement expected in second career start. DARK ARDEN’s 
form improved when he tried the dirt and dropped in for a $30K tag in his 
latest start for the capable Tim Glyshaw barn. Would draw a line through 
his career debut effort, where he dwelt at the start in a turf sprint and 
spotted the field some 20 lengths from the get-go. This isn’t a tough $50K 
maiden claimer; threat. REMEMBERING RITA posted a mild gain vs. $50K 
maiden claiming types in his career debut at Churchill, but actually lost 
ground to the winner. Art Vandaley, who was two and a half lengths to the 
good of this colt was beaten by 16 and a half lengths at 4-1 hooking $75K 
maiden claiming types on Sunday; fringe player. TSUNAMI clipped heels 
and fell just after the break in his career debut at Arlington over a 
synthetic racetrack. Illinois-bred took a lot of action at the windows in his 
debut, and he’s been training forwardly locally on dirt; barn due for better 
luck. 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-2-5-9 
 
 
RACE FOUR: 
The bay Scat Daddy filly SCATNAP gave way late off soft fractions in her 
most recent start over a speed-favoring Matt Winn turf course in Louisville 
in her latest start, but she figured to need that effort off a three-month 
layoff. She has the tactical speed overcome her wide post draw; tighter this 
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time. VEBLEN GOOD’s last two starts vs. starter allowance company in 
New York look a little better if one considers she had issues at the gate. 
Like the way she finished into softish splits in her most recent start, where 
she was only beaten five lengths and change against tougher company; 
love daughters of Exchange Rate. ALL ACES has finished in the money in 
six of eight turf starts lifetime, and she was victimized by a wide trip in her 
last start at Kentucky Downs off the shelf. Well-bred daughter of Lemon 
Drop Kid may not have cared for the undulating ground in Franklin and 
will be tighter this time around; she’s stakes-placed in Indiana on the 
weeds. PLACE DES VOSGES slides into the starter allowance ranks after 
trying stakes company in her latest start, where she finished seven lengths 
off Al’s Gal, who came back to win the prestigious E.P. Taylor Stakes (G1-
Canada) this past weekend. Deep closer has rallied and won with a slow 
pace in front of him in the past; comes running in the lane. 
 
SELECTIONS: 12-2-5-3 
 
 
RACE FIVE: 
MOTOWN MAN has a license to move forward in his second career starts, 
and he stalked the pace and finished willingly while splitting rivals in his 
career debut for a $50K tag at Churchill. Son of City Zip is bad to sprint, 
and Calvin Borel back for a return engagement. He has the tactical speed to 
overcome the 11-hole; loving 8-1 on the morning line. WITNESSADREAM 
caught a wet-fast racetrack and didn’t have the cleanest of trips in his 
career debut, where he was one-paced in the stretch at nearly 10-1 
hooking similar rivals. He should improve off that run making just his 
second start lifetime; Leparoux stays aboard for Maker. UNTRAPPED 
brought $125K as two-year-old-in-training and as a sharp work tab for an 
outfit not known to breeze their charges quickly in the A.M. First-timer is 
3-1 on the morning line, however, and Asmussen’s barn has been quiet this 
meet; demand a fair price. Trip handicappers will like BONHOMME, as he 
made an early bid in his career debut, was bumped then stopped hooking 
maiden allowance types at Churchill. Connections paid $260K for this son 
of Shackleford and he gets first Lasix for this start. Is 20-1 on the morning 
line; improvement expected with a clean trip. 
 
SELECTIONS: 11-12-2-5 
 
 
RACE SIX: 
PINSON should improve making his second start off a brief freshening, and 
he takes a noticeable class drop into the conditioned claiming ranks. 
Chestnut colt has a money finish locally and at this nine furlong trip, and 
he catches a compact, soft field; the one to fear at short odds. 
GOTSOMEMOJO woke up when dropping in class in his most recent outing, 
where he was just beaten a neck on the grass in Chicago. He has a money 
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finish on the main track, but is a deep closer that will try a surface that has 
been kind to the front-running types all meet; comes running for part. 
GOING STRONG won for fun in his only previous start at Keeneland, and he 
returns to the claiming ranks in this affair. His form has been spotty off the 
claim, as he couldn’t get the job done at Thistledown two back at 50 cents 
on the dollar and had little impact in his last start vs. entry-level allowance 
company at Churchill; minor award in store. PERFECT PARADE is a little 
cheap, but his form has improved in each start and returns to the dirt in 
the spot. He’s 15-1 on the morning line; gets blinkers for the first time. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-6-7-1 
 
 
RACE SEVEN: 
WESTERN RESERVE possesses dangerous tactical speed, which will help 
him with his wide post draw and his turf form is sharp (no worse than 
third in six-of-seven starts lifetime on the grass. Son of Indian Charlie just 
missed as a tepid favorite in his last start facing restricted stakes company 
at Kentucky Downs and is sitting on a sharp half-mile bullet work in :47 
4/5 in preparation for this start; Mott barn overdue to get off the duck. 
ONE GO ALL GO steps up to the three other than allowance condition in 
this affair, but is a stakes winner on grass and has speed to overcome his 
wide post draw. Bay colt has a license to improve making his second start 
off the layoff and he can get brave on the front-end when left alone on an 
easy lead; price will be square; lots to like. ASCEND finished a nose to the 
good of the top choice on the grass at Belmont back in the Spring and is a 
model of consistency having finished first or second in seven-of-11 lifetime 
starts. Gray gelding doesn’t have to come from out of the clouds to be a 
factor and will get a ground-saving trip on the hedge under Leparoux; 
obvious contender. HIGH NOON RIDER couldn’t handle ONE GO ALL GO in 
his last start, but he was victimized by an awkward start in that heat. He’s 
a turf winner on the grass at Saratoga and makes his first start off the 
claim for Mike Maker in this spot; ignore at your own peril. 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-12-1-5 
 
 
RACE EIGHT: 
JUDY JUDY JUDY appears to be rounding into form and has won two of 
three starts lifetime going a mile and a sixteenth on the main track. She 
was game in her last start when stepping up to the open claiming ranks 
and she catches a soft bunch in this spot; formidable. BETHANY BELLE’s 
form has been suspect off the claim, but she will appreciate retuning to a 
two-turn race in this spot. She will be dangerous in this spot if she can 
return to her form from earlier in the year; leads the field in lifetime 
earnings. COWGIRLS PRAY has never won a race on the main track but is 
the controlling speed in a small field lacking quality; surface change is the 
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only concern. KITBURN is another that has done her best work in the past 
on turf and over a synthetic surface; needs to stay close to the early pace to 
be a factor in this spot. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-3-6-2 
 


